Their feet are killing me, complains campus grass

**YES SIR, there're plenty of outstanding students in this high school! Yes sir, I can prove it. THEY'RE OUT STANDING ON ME! Now, I ask you, is that the way to treat an old and loyal campus?**

Many students, mostly seniors, I might add, seem to be unable to read, for they completely keep their legs off me. I believe this is due to my location. I've been around, because I frequently find myself covered with coke bottles, pizza boxes, and heaps of trash. This is a result of unbecoming trash carelessly dropped by some students who are in a member of the Campus Cut-ups Inc. with headquarters on Main Street. Tile, in the case of the girls in school are competing. There's no reason why the boys of BUSTERS of FHS. Now, I'm no Rock Hudson, but I would like for students to give me a chance to win, but that's just as good an campus should provide.

**VERY FEW of these things that go by me are actual students.**

Students find it hard to teach them the elementary fundamentals of campus life. I made this observation in this school last year, and you should have seen a real greener than the campus.

I've even gotten a lot of spunk, I have. Oh, I admit I'm pretty worn out—ever-hardened—my only has faded, but with a little care and work I think I can be back in shape. But, oh, for you realize that I've been more than anything else. My senses should remind me of some privilege. But you at least be given an opportunity to have your names entered in the campus. And to think you are doing this for a living.

Yip, it's a hard life being the grizzly of FHS—M. B. T.

---

**500 word thesis: "The Private Life of William Shakespeare was born in."**

**"The Private Life of William Shakespeare was born in."**

---

**It happens everyday.**

---

**Hysterical fact:**

"Junior," the skeleton, was brought to the class by Miss Kathryna Buchanan so her biology class could discover the names of the bones.

This was a test for all students; each class to give the skeleton a name, one class was discounting it.

"Let's call him Napoleon," suggested one student. "He has some bony parts."

**Buffalo hydraulic**

"We have tried for several minutes to get his ears to move. "No, no, just don't rush,"" Jackie Ireland pulled out her shoulder. "Put a chicken inside and let the buffalo push it."

**This'll make his-tory**

"I'm going to sit down to his study, Durante Hoover snapped his chin and said disgustedly, "This radiator in here sounds like it's seeking entrance to Hermione's Road.""

"What do you mean?" asked Jack Gunter.

"It makes three times and blows low," Durante replied.

**They're real gone**

Miss Irene Burdette was quite impressed with the discovered a group of Future Teachers, sup- posedly in this condition is going gift horse, on their looks look.

"Girls, what on earth are you doing?" one teacher even blushed.

"Don't bother us, Miss Burdette," several voices said.

"We've just lost our marbles."

---

**In the mailbox**

**Boo-ers can stay home, says angry spectator**

**By Mrs. Elder**

I am disgusted! At the first El Dorado football game was a swirl of boosing. At first I thought it came from our high school, but when I looked around I had another thing thinking.

"Boo-ers" were a fact. At the first El Dorado game were giving our school a black eye as far as the game was concerned. The El Dorado team were concerned! I don't think they expect the Fort Smith High School to be a winner, but the Fort Smith High School is a great team.

I think we had rather the students who intend to boo stay home. We don't need the attention at ball games is prob- ably the most persistent of any in our school. Big T school, we don't need boosing. It had rather go back to our old high school days of the 1920's, when attendance at ball games is prob- ably the most persistent of any in our school. Big T school, we don't need boosing.

---

**You can do it too, expert says**

by Carol Griffe
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**by Roger Knox**

I'm sure everyone is relieved that the relatively short story about to over, and SQA wanted me to tell you about the different things that might happen this Christmas and New Year's Eve.

You might want to check out the SQA shopping bag for some tips on how to save on your Christmas shopping plans.

Speaking of old things, one of the worst activities is finding the hearing things when ANN ELLEN found a key down to the store and ordered from the SQA store. She and the shop assistant missed the day she bought the one," I thought I was hearing things, until I realized I was hearing a key ring at the show a few nights after Christmas and saw Ann, Joanne, and Marcia show the SQA store. JOHN EADE, with a red coat on, just admitted it looked pretty sharp.

Say, have you seen DON DE CAMPS new charcoal gray suit? It sure looks nice. As you know, Don is a pretty large fellow, which makes it hard for him to get the suit he wants in his size, but Don was smart enough to come to the SQA and take advantage of their selection and expert tailoring, and consequently he got the tailor-made suit at a fine fit.

**JOHN GOSSETT, PHIL GRIFFIN, and RALPH CEGLEDY all gave, as it were, a tour of the SQA, and we're all impressed with the SQA now and is looking forward to going to the SQA now that we have the SQA beds down there.

There were a lot of girls in the SQA store while I was there. LYNNE LAMBERT, SONDA BROWN, ANNA MARIE MULLER, Sherry FUTCHER, KATHARINE BROCK, and FEERIE SNOW are among the selection of the считающиеся, которые бы хотели купить шляпы. Но они сидели на столиках в СQA, и они были смарт-человеки, которые хотел купить шляпной магазин для мужской одежды в СQA.

We have a fine new selection of sports coat in all the SQA, and the girls said they really enjoyed shopping for men at the SQA.

We will soon be getting our seasonal merchandise in, so you can see it for yourself. You can see it for yourself and use our lay-away plans.

See you next issue!**

---

**You can do it too, expert says**

by Carol Griffe

**BEING naturally an unloving soul and as simplistic as half a student body, the amazing feats of the mind demonstrated here by Prof. Wernert, nationally known psychologist, were at pencil and paper scammed back across the double assemblies to get it straight from the man himself.

After several attempts to get his attention, I finally showed him how long I was able to ask the first two questions which I wanted an answer to. It's really true, as you say, that an average person can achieve such feats of the mind.

HE NODDED vigorously. "Yes, I mean it. I can make these classes to show that extraordinary powers of the mind can be achieved." He replied. "Any normally I. Q. can develop his memory to a much higher degree.

That's most of our waste our mental power or fail to develop it," I asked."

Definitely," he said, "still pulling bread dough from his eyesight and evidence-evidence he had already been through some kind of program. People use only about 10 percent of their God-given mental power capacity.

PEOPLE will paint a pencil and use it, Mr. Wernert continued, but they will not trust their memory as much as they should, and certainly don't they attempt to develop it. As they grew older, 20. It is not true. They have just failed to develop it."

SNOW is the time for student to improve their minds," he said. "And they can do it in the time.

"If he had to tell me how to spell this word, then I wonder about it."

"Memory is the study of the memor and includes memory work, which follows such steps as atention to the subject and then more,..."

We'll see what happens to the library when we go to the SQA. In the meantime, I've been hearing a lot. HINTS by Mrs. Hall."

---

**HINTS**

by Mrs. Hall

I've been hearing a lot. HINTS by Mrs. Hall. When asked about it, Mrs. Hall replied. You see, we had an assembly yesterday, and I've never had this large a response to any thing I ever said.